
The Asset Sales Committee (“ASC”) announces the ABI Asset Sales Committee Sale of the Year

Award and is currently seeking both (a) nominations for the award, and (b) applications from

members interested in serving on the Selection Committee.AWARD INFORMATIONNominations Deadline< February 22, 2019Criteria< Completion of a sale that was strategic and provided stakeholders with value< A display of excellence across the full spectrum of the sale process, from the initial targeting

through pursuit, structuring, and financing to complete a transaction< A sale that reflects a high level of professional expertise in the design of the transaction, and

which tested creativity and skill in completing the transaction; or< A sale of strategic or legal significance and impact (winning entries might focus on

overcoming challenges to complete the sale, innovative financial engineering, and motivating

agreement across multiple stakeholders)< The committee will publish the criteria on its committee page by January 25, 2019Eligibility< A bankruptcy sale (via either §363 or a plan) that has closed between January 1  and

st

December 31 , 2018 

st

< At least one professional involved in the sale is a member of ABI and the ASC as of the

nominations deadline< Self-nominations are permittedNomination Process< The submission (excluding pleadings) should be no more than one page and should include

the following information: (1)  a basic explanation of the sale (name of case, judge,

jurisdiction, buyer and seller if permitted); (2)  the name of the person submitting the

nomination; (3)  the names of all of the professionals who substantially contributed to the

sale (including associates); (4) copies of representative pleadings; and (5) a short explanation

of why the nominator believes this sale should be the sale of the year based on the published

criteria.
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Award< The winners of the award (the involved firms and all professionals working on the sale) will

be notified in late February or early March, 2019, and will be recognized in the ASC

newsletter and on the committee’s webpage.  Depending on publication dates, the winners

may also be recognized in (a) one or more of ABI’s weekly or monthly email publications,

and (b) the ABI Journal (announcements page).  Finally, the ASC will announce the winning

sale and team during the its presentation at the ABI Spring Meeting in Washington, D.C. in

April, 2019.

SELECTION COMMITTEE INFORMATIONComposition and Eligibility< The Committee will be composed of 3 current members of the ASC leadership team and 2

current ASC members, selected by a majority of the ASC leadership team members,

following timely submissions of interest by such ASC members.Application Deadline < February 1, 2019
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